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Abstract
In this work, we introduce the Privacy Manager, a user interface designed to allow nonexpert users to manage privacy in the envisioned era of pervasive computing. The Privacy
Manager is part of the implementation of the User-centric Privacy Framework, which was
introduced as a novel mechanism to enable personal privacy for the inhabitants of the smart
home. The Privacy Manager interface incorporates a set of application parts designed
especially to meet the requirements of user friendliness, and privacy awareness, with the goal
of making privacy management an affordable task for common users. Our first prototype
allows to: i) customize permissions for the disclosure of their personal data, ii) control active
and passive interactions with services, iii) define obligations to be negotiated on the usage of
the data, upon transmission, iv) be aware of privacy related issues such as granted and
denied permissions, v) apply alternative privacy mechanisms to access control, as white lying
and obfuscation, vi) adhere to enterprise privacy policies based on a contractual relationship
with an enterprise or organization. Providing people with tools to control their privacy is
critical to guarantee the success of pervasive computing.

1. Introduction
Privacy is a prime concern in today's information society and one of the most
challenging topics to consider when designing pervasive computing spaces,
characterized by its ubiquitous intelligence and personalized services. Pervasive
computing is driven by the idea of computers becoming invisible, embedded into
everyday objects and seamlessly interconnected, to provide users with personalized
services and information in an anywhere, anytime fashion. The outcome of pervasive
computing seems to be the digitalization of our lives, to allow computer systems to
automatically process them. It does not come as a surprise that pervasive computing has
the potential to change our perception of privacy in an even more significant manner
than the Internet did.
In our work, we addressed the idea of extending privacy control in a substantial
matter toward holistic privacy management, with the collaboration of personal privacy
and enterprise privacy enforcement systems. Our claim is that it is not sufficient to rely
only on enterprise's willingness to support individual's privacy requirements, as it is
typically deemed sufficient today. Protecting individuals' privacy in pervasive
computing requires an additional level of privacy protection, which we called personal
privacy enforcement; together with the enforcement of enterprise's privacy statements,
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government policies and privacy laws, it is necessary to deploy mechanisms specifically
for defining, communicating and enforcing people's privacy preferences. Privacy is a
very subjective concept, what is acceptable to one person, may be unacceptable to
another. As Langheinrich said “protecting people’s privacy is a very personal affair.
Something that cannot be solved without taking people’s habits, preferences, and moral views
into account” 0. For this, we have developed the User-centric Privacy Framework (UCPF) 0
to act as the trusted privacy manager of a small and controlled number of users, e.g.
inhabitants of the smart home, and assist them in interactions with pervasive services.
We particularly address in this paper how the inhabitants of a smart home can be
empowered to decide on the exchange of personal data on a much simpler, automatic,
and fine-grained level than possible today to prevent them from losing their privacy to
enterprises and data sellers in the upcoming era of pervasive computing. We present our
solution, the Privacy Manager interface as the UCPF’s GUI, which allows users to
specify and communicate their privacy preferences, thus, to manage privacy by
themselves. Simplicity, user friendliness and awareness were the three key concepts
that guided its design. The Privacy Manager interface presents a new set of tools
designed to tackle novel aspects of personal privacy management. With our interface a
user is able not only to define his own privacy policies but also to specify the
obligations that should be negotiated with the service recipient, on secondary use of the
data, or set a Virtual Context to be distributed instead of the real data, or even configure
different levels of obfuscation, called Transformations, to limit the granularity of his
location.
Our first prototype includes six applications: “Customize your Permissions”, “Customize
your Services”, “Organization Policies”, “White Lying”, “Obligations” and “Privacy State”.
They allow now users managing privacy but at the same time avoiding overwhelming them
with the troublesome task of creating and administrating their privacy preferences.

2. Scenario
The following example scenario illustrates the future privacy management needs of users
of pervasive systems. It shows the richness of restrictions that users of the new generation of
context aware mobile services (CAMS) might want to apply to control the distribution of their
personal information. Figure 1 summarizes those restrictions based on the examples used in
the scenario presented below. Moreover, the scenario provides a general overview of the of
privacy issues addressed by our privacy framework, the UCPF.
Ivan lives in a smart house with his wife Maria and his two daughters. The house is
designed for making life more comfortable and secure. The UCPF system has been installed,
in the residential gateway, and all the family members can now store their privacy
preferences and administrate their own personal privacy.
Ivan travels frequently but he does not trouble anymore with planning his trips. Now,
he is subscribed to the “Journey Planner” service. Thus, after setting up his personal
and the company preferences and keeping up to date his travelling calendar, the
“Journey Planner” arranges automatically all his trips. Ivan relies on the UCPF to
disclose his calendar appointments filtered; only those appointments with event type
“travel” are revealed. Moreover and for security reasons Ivan’s employer does not
allow to reveal travel information related to projects classified as “high security” and
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the UCPF needs also to evaluate the organization policy that checks if the topic of
Ivan’s appointments are set up as “high security” before distributing the information.
Ivan has met lot of people all around the world and he likes to keep in touch with
many of them, networking is important for Ivan’s work. Ivan uses one of the known
“Friend Finder” services to track his contacts. He likes to get alerts about friends that
are nearby. However, Ivan only wants to reveal his position when he is not working and
to people that is in the same city as him.
One day, after Ivan has agreed on meeting that evening with his friend Bob, who is
that week, surprisingly, sleeping in his same hotel; everything seems to be working
against him and he needs to work until late. Tired and disappointed after a bad day,
Ivan leaves the customer’s office for working in his hotel room. On his way to the main
entrance he remembers his appointment with Bob. Not willing to give long
explanations, Ivan switches to a white lying state and sends Bob a SMS to cancel their
dinner. His privacy framework will maintain his location as “by client” and his
situation “working” to all his friends until 2am the next morning and will not have him
being disturbed.
Furthermore, Ivan requires from all services using his activity and location, that they
do not store his data or, if yes, to delete them within one week or a maximum of one
month and he wants also to get a notification if a service discloses his location to the
same recipient more than 5 times a day.
Finally, Ivan uses a “Restaurant Finder” application to request for known restaurants
when he is out in a new city, with this application he can automatically see the restaurants
registered in the area where he is located. The UCPF always discloses his location to the
restaurant finder with accuracy area, without revealing his exact position.

Figure 1. Scenario's Privacy Restrictions

The scenario reflects that contrary to traditional access control, which is primarily
based on identities and static attributes known a-priori to the system 0, the enforcement
of personal privacy in pervasive computing shall involve the evaluation of restrictions
on dynamic contextual information, such as the location or activity of the user, as well
as the establishment of obligations on the secondary use and obfuscation of data before
granting its collection. We have also introduced here the concept of using white lies 0 in
order to allow the disclosure of a generated virtual context when a user wishes to
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restrict the disclosure of his real data to a selected recipient. Our privacy framework
was designed to provide the means to fulfill such restrictions and integrate
complementary privacy protection measures to cover the new privacy needs raised by
the development of the pervasive computing vision and a continuous collection of
context data.
An important part of our work was focused on studying how common users can
understand and thereby manage the different privacy protection tools implemented in
the UCPF. In this paper, we discuss our solution developed to help users of the smart
home manage their privacy by making use of the set of restrictions shown in Figure 1.
As a first step, we evaluated the following questions: How can a user understand the
concept of and define personal privacy policies? How can a user specify restrictions on
context data or even on the recipient context on his own? How may a user still apply
plausible deniability in pervasive computing? How may he check on those organization
policies assumed? How can our user negotiate obligations on secondary use or set up
the granularity level of information to be disclosed? In a second step we designed a set
of applications to address these questions and meet our requirements regarding user
privacy protection and manageability. The third step will be to test our user interface,
the Privacy Manager, with a set of targeted users and evaluate its acceptance and
usability based on our initial questions, which is currently part of our ongoing work.

3. Background and Analysis
Before going further, we introduce in this section relevant aspects related to the
design and implementation of the UCPF, base for the specification of the Privacy
Manager interface presented in this paper. The UCPF architecture has been designed
according to a set of requirements defined to reach, what we consider, the “right level
of personal privacy”; it is not possible anymore to keep one’s person life total private
but it is possible to deploy mechanisms to ensure that data is shared to the extend
people want and not more. Figure 2 shows those requirements as grouped into three
subsets. During their definition our goal has been to maintain the balance between Privacy
Protection and two other key principles, namely: Service Usability, and User Manageability.
We want to provide non-expert users with the means to control their personal privacy
but without forgetting the main reason for all this; we need privacy protection because
we want to use some of the offered services in exchange for revealing personal data.
Privacy protection obviously must not impede the use of CAMS. And of course we need
to empower non-expert users to manage privacy by their own. User Manageability
involves, among others, to limit the number of parameters that a user needs to
configure. A mistake would be to overwhelm users with the burdensome task of
creating and managing privacy.
The requirements listed under the Service Usability principle do not affect the design of the
UCPF’s GUI, thus, we focus our discussion on the set of requirements grouped under the
Privacy Protection and User Manageability principles.
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i)

Privacy Protection: the realization of this principle involves five design
requirements to be implemented.



User-centric: Individuals need mechanisms to define under which circumstances
data can be disclosed. In order to offer a controlled distribution of sensitive
personal data and spare individuals from spending time on setting their privacy
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preferences for each encountered service separately, the collection and
distribution of users’ personal data should be centralized. Therefore, we have
designed a single interface to allow inhabitants to configure their own privacy
preferences and deal with inside and outside services of the home environment.
Privacy-aware Access Control: As a corollary to the previous one, this
requirement states that the system shall provide appropriate access control
mechanisms for allowing the specification and enforcement of user privacy
policies during collection and thereby users needs an application to define the
“when, what, how, and who” of accessing personal data.
Context Awareness: Recent studies on the perception of privacy 0 by individuals
concluded that user preferences vary depending on place and social context.
Thus, privacy policies should be made context-aware. In addition to the typical
restrictions on the recipient or on the purpose of the data collection, dynamic
constraints related to a user’s environmental context should be possible. Most
attributes that describe an individual and the environment are dynamic context,
e.g. location, time, temperature, blood pressure, activity, etc. In our first
prototype we focus on the specification of constraints based on the user location
and activity, as well as on the recipient location and activity.
Trustworthiness: Privacy enforcement needs to trust the involved parties in that
they will fulfill their duties with respect to privacy protection. This requirement
is twofold: on the one hand, it means that a user must trust the entity in charge of
enforcing his privacy preferences, thus, under the motto “no better place than
home” the residential gateway provides the ideal environment to deploy our
UCPF. On the other hand, users need to trust that once the data is disclosed, e.g.
after enforcing a positive policy specified by a user, data is still treated following
his specifications. This is done in the UCPF with the definition, negotiation and
monitoring of Obligations on secondary use of the data.
Disclosure Level Control: Data obfuscation measures should be provided to
control the granularity of the information to be disclosed, to allow fine-grained
control over the quality of data transmitted. In the UCPF we have implemented a
set of processes, called Transformations, which allow setting up the level of
granularity desired. In our current prototype for coordinates, civil address,
calendar appointments and activity information.

ii) User Manageability: the realization of this principle involves three design
requirements to be implemented.






User Friendliness: There is a strong requirement for a common, easy-to-use
interface for giving a user the possibility of managing his privacy without
overwhelming them. This is a common requirement often mentioned, although at
present no implementation is available and also reference work such as The Faces
Metaphor 0 was discontinued.
Awareness of Privacy Status: Users need to be aware of personal privacy issues
to properly administrate privacy. The increase of information flow back to the
data owners regarding past interaction and service privacy criteria will help users
avoid risky situations.
White Lying: By definition, pervasive computing environments are supposed to
be largely automated and “always on”. In a certain sense it follows that people do
not have the possibility to “switch-off” the system. We introduce the requirement
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of adapting the concept of white lies as a way to “disconnect” individuals
temporarily from a pervasive computing environment in a plausible way and
maintain standard social interaction patterns, our approach to the integration of
white lies is described in 0.

Figure 2. Requirements for Personal Privacy

As we mentioned, the first step in the design of the Privacy Manger interface was the
evaluation of a set of questions, questions raised by the requirements described in this section.
The implementation of these requirements in the UCPF together with our goal of enabling
users of the smart home to manage their own privacy led us to the development of six
applications, namely: “Customize your Permissions”, “Customize your Services”, “Privacy
State”, “White Lying”, “Obligations” and “Organization Policies”.
The application “Customize your Permissions” was defined to meet the requirements of
Privacy-aware Access Control and Context Awareness. It allows the speciation of positive
permissions and guides users in the definition of constraints on their and the recipient
(subject) context information. The next application called “Customize your Services” can be
used to set the transformation process (obfuscation level) to be carried on per service and
resource, e.g. in our scenario to set the granularity of the information to be disclosed to the
“Restaurant Finder” to level area. Thus, it addresses the Disclosure Level Control
requirement. The “Privacy State” application, still under development, is designed to fulfill
the requirement of Privacy Status Awareness and to provide users with information regarding
data consumer privacy policies, state of obligations and active data collectors. The fourth
application, “White Lying”, is developed to meet the requirement of White Lying and allow
users to set a white lying state. The application “Obligations” allows the specification of the
set of obligations that need to be negotiated with a third-party service in order to meet the
requirement of Trustworthiness. Obligations are requirements that must be agreed on by
obligation subjects before authorizing the access to the data. Obligations can be seen as a
binding statement to take some course of action in the future by the obligation subject, the
service recipient of the data 0 in our scenario two examples of obligations are given, to delete
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de data within a period of type and to notify after more than five accesses by the same person.
Obligations can be also used to restrict allowed purposes. Finally, the application
“Organization Policies” enables users to import, check and accept or deny policies defined by
an organization, for instance, the rule defined by Ivan’s employer to avoid the disclosure of
calendar appointments tagged as “high security”.

4. Interface Design
The Privacy Manager is designed to allow users of the smart home easily to specify their
privacy criteria, concerning collection of data, desired obfuscation level and obligations to be
negotiated, as well as to provide intuitive interfaces for awareness and feedback. The core
idea is to empower non-expert users to manage their own privacy preferences with respect to
the different tools provided by the UCPF and thus to meet the requirements specified for
personal privacy enforcement. But due to the intrinsic complexity of semantic languages
(used in our framework in the specification of policies and context data [ref SET]), plus the
lack of general knowledge of individuals of how to deal with privacy issues and protect their
privacy, the task of designing the appropriate user interfaces is not trivial.
Obviously nowadays, almost everybody uses computers in his daily life at home, in
the office, even in cash points. People know how to manage information using GUI
(Graphical User Interfaces) and keyboards and mice, obviously. Therefore, a GUI also
seems to be the best solution to deal with privacy management tasks. We have
developed the Privacy Manager interface, the UCPF's GUI, based on conventional
window-based control elements such as list, buttons, etc. Our goal was not to develop a
new graphical environment to manage privacy, as others before have tried. For
example, in the case of the “Virtual City” application a city’s map is used as interface
for managing identity-related processes. In 0 studies showed that most users still
preferred to use conventional interfaces, 24 out of 34 participants selected a
“traditional” browser interface rather than the “Virtual City”. It is our believe that users
need to learn how to manage privacy prior to introducing “fancy” interfaces, it is more
important to provide easy to understand concepts for describing and managing privacy,
which can be in turn be accessed by different GUIs (e.g. Virtual City) later.
Nevertheless, the idea of building user friendly and easy-to-use interfaces has been
followed by designers since the beginning. In fact, there exists an area dedicated to humancomputer interaction that, since 1960, studies the requirements needed for designing high
quality human-computer interfaces 0. In 0 the main design guidelines for GUIs are collected.
Below, we list those we emphasized in the implementation of the Privacy Manager Interface.
In advance: A good application design means that the application “thinks in advance”; it is
able to anticipate what a user may want to do next, and display the information and tools he
may need. In the same context, it is recommended to show default values, when possible, to
guide the user in the process of inserting data 0. The Privacy Manager has been developed
following this criterion, displaying tools only when needed and providing different sets of
default setups, from policies and rules to simple parameters.
Autonomy: It is a good and recommended practice to enable free exploration of the
interface, allowing users to navigate though the different applications and windows, and to
discover available options and tools. In other words, users should be able to “click” around
without getting into trouble. This makes users feel comfortable with the GUI, and in general
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reduces initial learning. In the Privacy Manager we always keep the logout and home button
visible, to allow users to go back or exit the application at any moment. The application also
is provided with information and question messages that inform users about the consequences
of pressing a certain button.
Consistency: This concept is related to the idea that the same thing must be done
following a similar way in different windows or applications, e.g. exit an application. It is
important to keep a similar look and feel to avoid pushing user to figure out how to do
something that they usually already know. In the Privacy Manager we implemented known
features such as switching from one field to other with the “tab key”, accepting changes by
pressing “enter”, accessing the menu always on the top left hand side of the window, or
redirecting to the application home window by pressing the icon “house”, etc.
User effectiveness: An ultimate goal of any user interface it is to improve the performance
of its users in the process of realizing a particular task. It is especially important that an
application avoids losing information, due to potential user mistakes, or unavoidable failures
such as power failure. In the Privacy Manager there is no real danger of losing important
information. The process of adding a new rule into the system, involves a maximum of 6
quick and consecutive steps. As the rule is saved at the end, a user could only lose the
information of that last rule, which is easy to check and resolve. Furthermore, useful tools for
speeding up tasks have been included; a user is able to establish multiple preferences in one
step, just by selecting some extra options rather than repeating tasks once and again.
Latency reduction: Another good design principle is to have heavy processes running in
the background, e.g., in a separate thread. The idea is to keep the interface always nonblocking and ready to interact with its users. Otherwise, a user could get frustrated and decide
not to use the application anymore, if it is constantly busy executing internal tasks. In those
situations where we cannot avoid that the application is busy finishing a task, e.g. if the task
takes between half a second and two seconds, it is recommended to use an animated pointer.
On the other hand, for those tasks that take longer than two seconds, the best solution is to
add a progress bar. These measures have been implemented in the Privacy Manager.
Initial learning: The easier it is to use an application, the better it appears to users.
Nowadays, there exist lots of alternative applications for performing the same task. Thus,
users are ready to reject a GUI just because they feel tired or frustrated during a first try.
Although there is not an alternative solution to the Privacy Manager, it is important always to
favor initial learning. Because of that, as part of our ongoing work, we plan to test the
usability of the application with a selection of potential users, and evaluate the initial learning
time of the interface. There exists a trade-off between user friendliness and flexibility and a
compromise must be found to favor initial learning. In the design of the Privacy Manager the
number of restrictions that a user could apply, in the definition of a rule, was limited to those
we thought are more common and easier to apply with real applications. As a result, the use
of the interface limits the expressiveness of the policy language. Nevertheless, we are aware
that due to the novelty of the concept developed, the use of the interface may require some
extra time to learn how to manage it.

5. Interface Implementation
The Privacy Manager interface incorporates a set of application parts designed especially
to meet the requirements and design guidelines described in this paper and make privacy
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management an affordable task for non-expert users. Summing up, our first prototype allows
to: i) customize permissions for the disclosure of their personal data, ii) customize the level of
disclosure for each service - resource, iii) define obligations to be negotiated on the usage of
the data upon transmission, iv) be aware of privacy related issues such as granted and denied
permissions, v) apply alternative privacy mechanisms to access control, as white lying and
obfuscation, vi) adhere to enterprise privacy policies based on a contractual relationship with
an enterprise or organization.
The Privacy Manager interface was designed to be used in a domestic environment, e.g. by
a small and controlled number of users. The six proposed applications are hosted by an OSGi
framework and connected remotely with the offered UCPF services through the Sentry
Manager Interface. The Sentry Manager Interface is implemented as an API used to access to
the Context Handler, Obligation Manager and Noise Module UCPF’s components, all of them
deployed as bundles within the OSGI environment. Through this API it is possible to
generate, upgrade or delete privacy policies, receive information about the current applicable
policies, specify obligations and get feedback on potential privacy risks.

Figure 3. Access and Home Window

The first prototype provides a single interface to access all the applications. Part of our
ongoing work is to develop a second version of the GUI, implemented as a web application,
to promote mobility. The access screen, shown on the left hand side in Figure 3, is the first
window that users find after starting the Privacy Manager interface. This window is used to
login but also to register a new user of the system. Once a user is registered, he or she can
access the offered applications, by just introducing “username” and “password”. The button
“Login” takes a user to the next window, the “home” window.
The “home” window, shown on the right hand side in Figure 3, displays six different
options to manage personal privacy related to each of the applications mentioned. Two of
them, the “White Lying” and “Organization Policies” are already designed but under
development. The other four: “Customizing your Permissions”, “Customizing your Services”,
“Privacy State”, and “Obligations” are already implemented. Each of the applications is
presented including a picture and a brief explanation to help users understand the
functionality of the application. In this window, a user can easily discover how to access an
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application by just moving the mouse around. Then, the selection area, extended to the whole
panel, is highlighted with a blue color. The “home” window offers the possibility of logging
off and also removing the user from the system by clicking on the “trash” icon.
5.1. Customizing your Permissions
The first selectable option, depicted at the upper left corner of the “home” screen, is the
application that allows users to manage positive permissions. A special feature of the
“Customize your Permissions” application is that it provides a default configuration for all its
users, even if a user does not introduce any rule (permission) at all, the user is still protected,
the system returns always a “deny” value, which applies if there is no a positive permission.
With this application a user can add new permissions and check, update and delete those
previously created. It also provides a special tool to manage contact groups, which can be
used to group individuals into roles.

Figure 4. Customize Permissions Application, main screens

Figure 4 shows the main windows of the application “Customize Permissions”, in order to
start adding a new rule the user has to select a resource button among location, activity, and
calendar or select all resources, and press the “folder” icon shown in the first screen on the
left hand side of Figure 4. After that a new screen opens, the one indicated with an arrow, to
allow the definition of the restriction of that rule. First of all, the user needs to select from a
list of registered services to which of them the positive permission should apply, then he can
use the selection screens shown in Figure 5 to add restrictions on the disclosure of the
selected resource. A user can define three types of restrictions to constraint the recipient of
the data (person, group, organization). He can restrict the disclosure of his data depending on
his current activity or/and location and also the location or/and the activity of the recipient.
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After selecting the desired constraints and by pressing the button “Continue” the next screen
is opened, which is used to set up the quality of the data to be granted and to allow or
disallow a tracking action, before storing the new permission in the policy repository. The
application offers also the possibility to specify the rule for a particular recipient without
setting the service, for this the user needs to select in the center screen of Figure 4 within the
“Allow access” frame the “Recipient” tag instead of the “Service” tag.

Figure 5. Customize Permissions Application, selection screens

5.2. Customizing your Services
The second option to create personal policies is the application “Customize your Services”,
depicted at the upper right corner of the home screen. This application simplifies the process
of adding new rules into the system for active interactions, when the user is requesting the
service, since users just need to configure the accuracy of resources for each service. Theses
rules do not include constraints, due to the fact that the user is requesting the service, thus, he
should grant the access to his context in order to favor service usability. If one of these rules
is enforced, the service always gets grant permission; the rule only controls the
transformation, which sets the desired accuracy of the data to be disclosed.
The “Customize Services” application is displayed in Figure 6, once a user selects a
service from the list or registered services, the resources used by that service, one or more of
the four resources considered in our implementation (coordinates, civil address, activity, and
calendar appointments) are activated. The user can change any previous configuration by
selecting one of the predefined levels of granularity. The quality of the data disclosed is
related to the transformation performed before releasing the resource. We implemented 5
transformations of type coordinates with the possibility to reveal coordinates with 50m,
100m, 150m, 200m or 300m maximum accuracy, 6 of type civil address, with them the user
can select the disclosure level to “room”, “building”, “street”, “area”, “city”, or “country”.
Other 3 of type activity, they allow to disclose either working or leisure activities, or to
disclose only the activity type. There are 2 transformations more for calendar appointments,
to filter work from personal entries. The difference between the 2 screen shots shown in
Figure 6 is the number of resources activated, the Buddy Finder service uses the four
resources while the Restaurant Finder only two of them, coordinates and civil address.
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Figure 6. Customize Services Application

5.3. Privacy State
The application “Privacy State” was created to meet the system requirement of awareness
of users’ privacy status. The application should displays all the information related to privacy
issues. In the current version, it lists granted and denied permissions sorted by date, and allow
checking the rule responsible of such a granted permission as is shown in Figure 7. In the
future, it should provide functionalities to track existing agreements on obligation sets, check
the state of unfulfilled obligations, and monitor notifications sent to and received from a
service. We would like also to extend this application by incorporating alarms on potential
privacy risk and the possibility to visualize service side privacy policies.
5.4. White Lying
Intrinsically, pervasive computing environments are supposed to be largely automated and
“always on”. In a certain sense, it follows that people do not have the power to “switch-off”
the system. We introduced the requirement of adapting the concept of white lying as a way to
“disconnect” individuals temporarily from a pervasive computing environment in a plausible
way and maintain standard social interaction patterns, further details are given in 0.
The White lying application is the user front-end application used to set a white lying state
in the UCPF and allow the use of mechanisms for plausible deniability in pervasive
computing. The application proposes for a selected recipient (recipient of a white lie) a virtual
context (location-activity) to be disclosed instead of the real one. A virtual context is
compiled based on the user and recipient visibility respect to each other, on existing
permissions, the location of the recipient, the present and future locations of the user, and a
set of parameters configured by the user. The process of setting a white lying state involves
three consecutive steps, thus the application being implemented has consequently three main
screens. The first screen is used to select the recipient of the white lie and triggers the process
that evaluates whether a white lie for the selected recipient is allowed at all, the second screen
informs the user of the visibility settings and services affected by such white lie state, the
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third screen proposes a virtual context and allows a user to accept such white lie or select
other manually.

Figure 7. Privacy State Application

5.5. Obligations
Obligations are used to create automatic bindings with CAMS and ensure that data
protection requirements are adhered to. Obligations in the UCPF have the following
purposes: i) they specify actions that should be performed by a service, acting as the
recipient of a user data, ii) obligations are used to automatically exchange user’s
preferences on secondary use with enterprises, iii) they enable the exchange of
notifications between the UCPF and third-party services and with that post-disclosure
life-cycle control. We created a set of predefined obligations and classified them into
system obligations and negotiable obligations. The goals of system obligations are to
control disclosures to third-parties, monitor changes on a service privacy policy and
enable the access to collected data and data logs. They are mandatory obligations which
are by default established independently of a user's preferences and beforehand of any
commercial transaction with a service. Negotiable obligations, on the other hand, are
selected by a user and negotiated with the service. Users can specify negotiable
obligations to be agreed on during the evaluation of a service request before granting
the access to the data. They represent the privacy constraints that a user may impose on
an enterprise service when data is disclosed. Negotiable obligations are used to control
the information disclosed among individuals (users of a particular service), authorized
purposes, number of accesses and retention time of user resources. More details about
obligations in the UCPF can be found in 0.
We have included the application “Obligations” to help users select obligations that should
be negotiated with each service, before releasing any resource. In that application, negotiable
obligations are grouped in sets of three obligations, optimal, acceptable and minimum, one for
each of the three negotiation rounds allowed, which is reflected in the UI, accordingly.
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Figure 8. Obligation Application

Figure 8 shows a screen shot of our current application prototype for managing sets of
obligations. A user can access this application directly from the “home” window by clicking
into the panel “Obligations”. The access window that is opened now, shown in the left hand
side in Figure 8 guides users in the selection of a service provider and resource among
location, activity and calendar, before allowing the access to the main screen of the
obligations application. In the main screen, shown on the right hand side in Figure 8, the
predefined sets of obligations are listed; a user can select the obligation set that he wants to
negotiate with the service before granting the access to the resource. That window allows
users to change the parameters of obligations belonging to a set and to select the priority of
these obligations. A set always consists of the three mandatory obligations, labeled as
“Optimum”, “Acceptable”, and “Minimum”. They can be predefined and be re-used,
obviously, and do not have to be defined separately each time. The application offers also the
possibility of checking existing obligations and editing or canceling them.
5.6. Organization Policies
Organization Policies are enforced exclusively during binding interactions, when
interactions with a service are regulated with a binding contract between parts, a user and an
organization. For instance, a home-care nurse might be required to disclose her location to her
employer when her activity state is “working” to better organize her calendar. The
management of these types of policies entails two complementary processes: i) first, an
organization needs to create a new policy for one or more users of the UCPF. The constraints
that an organization policy can include are the same as the ones presented in the “Customize
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your Permissions” application. In this case, as an organization is not a user of the UCPF, it
needs an external web application, offered by the Sentry Registry UCPF’s component, to be
used to specify such policy, ii) second, a user of a UCPF can use now the “Organization
Policies” application and download the policy from the Sentry Registry. The application
allows users to edit and check the constraints included in an organization policy, in the same
way that they can check a personal rule as shown in Figure 9, and either accept or reject it.
There, by just selecting one the listed rules, shown on the right hand side in Figure 9,
the rule is translated into a human-readable syntax and displayed below on the
“Description” frame. If the user clicks the right button of the mouse he or she can
choose between either editing or deleting the rule. Once an organization policy is
accepted, it will be evaluated each time that a request from such organization is sent to
the UCPF.

Figure 9. Edition and Deletion of rules

6. Related Work
To our knowledge there does not exist any other work in the area of privacy management
that includes a set of applications as we presented here. We have developed six applications
for helping users to configure easily their privacy preferences regarding positive permissions,
with the addition of restrictions on dynamic context, disclosure level, obligations, white lying
state, as well as providing tools for feedback. For instance, the Privacy Bird 0 presents a
quite user-friendly interface that informs users if a web site provides a privacy policy
and whether the user is protected or not, a user can easily see that just by checking the
color of a small “bird“. On the other hand, a user can only restrict the type of
information to be disclosed and the purpose, it does not offer enough expressiveness
and a user cannot add, for example, dynamic constraints or obligations.
Privacy management is concerned with how users may control everyday privacy in
pervasive computing, assuming that regular individuals, voluntary disclose their contextual
information to pervasive computing services. Lederer et al. emphasized in his work 0 also the
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use of feedback together with control and developed a prototype named Faced Metaphor to
manage privacy, which provides additionally to the enforcement of user faces preferences,
real time feedback. In this system a user can assign a face to handle disclosures for each
inquirer and for each situation the user might be in. For example, “if a roommate makes a
request while I am studying, show my anonymous face”. Feedback takes place in an integrated
log of disclosures reviewable after disclosure; users can navigate their log to help them to
control what information is flowing to whom and to know the faces used. The drawback of
this approach is that users found difficulties remembering their own settings, regarding each
of the faces created, and were not able to predict the result of any service interaction.
Other relevant work in the area of privacy management is the Privacy Mirrors 0, Nguyen
and Nynatt introduced a framework for designing socio-technical systems for ubiquitous
computing. The idea behind the Privacy Mirrors is to allow users to understand how they and
their personal information is being sensed and used by pervasive computing systems. Some
examples of their interfaces are the “People Counter”, this prototype displays the number of
persons in a room, showing that the systems is currently working and sensing the people
entering in that room; The “Cartoon Parts” interface registers whether a smart home can
identify its inhabitants by showing a picture and where that person is located; The “Calendar
Mirror” interface combines in a display user’s calendar with information about how that
information has been accessed by others.
Other related research are “Semantic e-Wallet” 0 and “Houdini” 0. Both of them are
concerned with ensuring that personal data is only made available to appropriate parties
in appropriate contexts. Both have used rule engines to accomplish this. However, the
first work does not discuss how users could express their privacy preferences by
themselves. In “Houdini” framework, a user interface is presented and user preferences
can be populated using templates. But it does not provide a way to customize
obligations on secondary use, or accuracy of the information to be disclosed, or allow
white lying. Houdini system makes use of user preferences to infer new permissions.
Although, this could be seen as a way to reduce user settings and effort, it could also
lead to undesired disclosures. User should be aware of their privacy affairs and take
control over them. Our target, with the implementation of the Privacy Manager is to
provide a single interface that allows users to enforce control and feedback, at the same
time that we provide mechanisms to address the different aspects of privacy control, as
are prevention, avoidance and detection 0.

7. Conclusions and Outlook
In this document, we presented our Privacy Manager interface, developed to allow nonexpert users to interact with the User-Centric Privacy Framework (UCPF) 0 and define and
administrate their privacy preferences, offering six different applications to control related
aspects of personal privacy. In order to succeed, a balance between flexibility and easiness
was met.
Part of our ongoing and future work is to complete the implementation of our first
prototype and to realize an extensive field study, with a selection of 20 or more potential
users. Thus evaluate different usability aspects of our Privacy Manager interface. Our main
interest is to learn the difficulties that users might face managing personal privacy with our
proposed applications.
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